Migrating to the
Microsoft Application Platform
Microsoft and partners make it easier

Moving Forward
To the Microsoft Application Platform
Migration benefits
Migration success
How Microsoft and partners can help
Next steps
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Migration Benefits
Leveraging the power of Microsoft Application Platform

• Lower TCO
• Superior integration and innovation
• Higher performance
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Lower TCO
Make your capex and opex dollars go farther

•

Enrollment for Application Platform decreases licensing
and maintenance costs

•

Widely-available Microsoft expertise lowers
staff costs

•

More database and application power per hardware
dollar

•

Avoid expensive, forced upgrade to Oracle 11g
“The savings from moving from Oracle to SQL
Server were so significant—exceeding $500,000 a
year and providing an ROI of less than 12
months—that at first the numbers weren’t
believed.”
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Ken Kemker, Director of Enterprise Architecture
Kimball International

Superior Integration & Innovation
Microsoft Application Platform
•

Affordable standardization with a set of
integrated technologies and tools
− Flexible purchasing model, predictable costs

•

Easier innovation
− Rapidly adopt the latest technology using
sophisticated tools and services

•

Leverage expertise of huge partner ecosystem
− Specialized knowledge for virtually every industry

“Once you’re on SQL Server…[you] can take
advantage of the skills of other Microsoft certified
system integrators and consultants; they can
incorporate other tools that are built on top of the
Microsoft platform.”
Scott Bowen, President
Open Text’s Artesia Digital Media Group
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Higher Performance
Getting more from your database investments

•

Industry-leading performance and scalability for
real-world database workloads

•

Many tools and features to optimize performance
of any size database

•

SQL Server 2008 Database Compression for
superior storage utilization
“With

the new Microsoft Application Platform and
HP infrastructure our SAP system performance is 3
times faster than our previous Sun/Solaris/Oracle
solution.
Ahmet Ihsan Ceylan, Chief Information Officer
Arçelik
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Migration Success
• Making your migration successful
• Leveraging Microsoft experience
• A wide array of resources
• Setting you up for success
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Making Your Migration Successful
An end-to-end commitment from Microsoft and partners to…

•

Help lower the cost
− Provide financial incentives and resources,
including migration support

•

Help mitigate risk
− Microsoft and partners provide technical
services & training
− Qualified technical experts and Microsoft
product group access

•

Help accelerate the process
− Thorough up-front business value analyses to
identify areas with greatest return
− Single-point end-to-end support and service
available
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Leverage Microsoft Experience
Success with many end-to-end projects (ERP, SCM, and more)
“In addition to hardware cost savings, SQL Server 2008 also
provided significant software cost savings. If we had performed
the same tasks on either UNIX or Oracle, then the costs would
have been increased by above 2.5-fold.”
SK Communications, global online service provider
“Calculating expected ROI before promoting this project showed
1000% more benefits. And we can safely assume the payback
period to be one year after the application to enterprise-wide
business division has been completed.”
Samsung Electronics, global manufacturer
“The complete SAP Platform migration was accomplished in a
single weekend.”
Arçelik, appliance manufacturer
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“There was virtually no interruption of the business. People left
work at the end of the week and returned Monday, with
everything up and running—and with better performance.”
Kimball International, diversified manufacturer

A Wide Array of Resources
Services from Microsoft & experienced partners

Decide
Plan
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Make an informed decision

•

Business value analysis, e.g. migration cost
savings, TCO, ROI

Plan the migration

•

Technical analyses, prioritize database and
application migration candidates, architectural
design, hardware assessments

Execute

Execute the migration

Follow
Through

Follow through

•

•

Database and application migration and testing,
onsite project manager, other Microsoft and SI
partner services

Training from Microsoft and partners

Setting You Up For Success
A customized migration project

•

Flexible approach to migration
− Use only relevant and needed services

• Work with experienced partners
− World-class expertise

•

Demonstrate more business
benefits
− Show lines of business the advantages
of Application Platform beyond the
database
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How Microsoft and
partners can help
Financial sponsorships available to reduce cost

• Business value assessments
• Technical assessments
• Hardware assessments
• Training
• Plus migration cost relief
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Business Value Assessments
Zeroing in on opportunities to increase IT value

Microsoft and partners offer:
• Application Platform Optimization
− Assess your application platform
gaps, prioritize your needs

•

TCO & ROI analysis
− Quantify savings and payback time

•

Risk analysis
− Business impact, technical,
operations, skills gap, etc.

•
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Oracle licensing consultation
− Analyze your true licensing costs and
how to reduce them

Technical Assessments
Thoroughly analyzing your environment to mitigate risk

Microsoft and partners offer:
•

Database migration analysis and delivery
−

•

Application migration
−
−

•

Microsoft Technology Center

Work with trusted partners
−
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Migration complexity analysis
Migration/deployment to .NET

Architectural design and proof of
concepts
−

•

Microsoft Consulting Services or
Microsoft Migration Center of Excellence
partners

Maintain established relationships

Hardware Assessments
Identifying and leveraging upgrade opportunities

Microsoft and partners offer:
• Analysis of hardware needs and
capacity planning (e.g., servers,
personal computers)
− Lifecycle, performance, power
consumption, etc.

•

Identify potential savings,
efficiencies, and performance
benefits from upgrades
− Get the most from your migration to
SQL Server and Application Platform
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Training
Assuring and enhancing staff productivity

Microsoft and partners offer:
•

SQL Server training for Microsoft database
administrators and developers
−
−

•

SQL Server training for Oracle database
administrators
−

−

•

Increase productivity by enabling database
administrators to support both databases at the
same time
Leverage database expertise for shorter
learning curve to SQL Server

Migration training to maintain domain
expertise
−
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Keep database administrators current on the
latest capabilities
Build developer and integration expertise

Ensure complete knowledge transfer

Getting Started
Learning what you need to make an informed decision

•
•

Establish plan to determine appropriate
business value and technical
assessments
Assessment reporting provided can
include…
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
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Cost Savings Analysis
ROI Analysis
Database Migration Estimates
Migration Costs/Savings
Understand total migration benefit potential
Set the stage for significant savings
More…

Sample Project Timeframe
Customizing your migration project
SAFE PASSAGE PROGRAM MODULES

Quarter
Month 1

Service
1

2

3

Quarter

Month 2
4

1

2

3

Month 3
4

1

2

BUSINESS VALUE ASSESSMENT
Best Practice Consultation
Application Platform Optimization
TCO, ROI, and Risk Analysis
Licensing Consultation
TECHNICAL SERVICES
Architectural Design and Proof of Concept
Database Migration
Application Migration
HARDWARE ASSESSMENT
Hardware Assessment
TECHNICAL TRAINING
Technical Training
EVALUATION
Enrollment for Application Platform
Provide Customer Reference/PR/Case Study
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Note: This is an estimated list of potential services with time estimates. Actual projects may vary in scope and timing

3

Month 4
4

1

2

3

Month 5
4

1

2

3

Month 6
4

1

2

3
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Your Opportunities
Making the move with confidence

•
•

Reduce your TCO

•
•

Get better performance
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Ease integration and innovation
with Microsoft Application Platform

Enjoy world class support
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